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IB Mission Statement 

The International Baccalaureate Organization aims to develop inquiring, 

knowledgeable, and caring young people who help to create a better and more 

peaceful world through intercultural understanding and respect. 

To this end the IB works with schools, governments, and international organizations 

to develop challenging programmes of international education and rigorous 

assessment.  

These programmes encourage students across the world to become active, 

compassionate, and lifelong learners who understand that other people, with their 

differences, can also be right. 

 

 

Ruamrudee’s Vision and Mission Statements 

Ruamrudee International School will be known globally as a hallmark of international 

education, nurturing intellectual development, moral character, and physical 

well-being, while fostering compassion through action and shaping the lives of 

tomorrow’s leaders. 

 

Ruamrudee International School is a Catholic school that provides an interfaith, 

inclusive, and academically rigorous education for students to be balanced, 

successful, and compassionate individuals. 

 

 

 



IB DIPLOMA INFORMATION AT RUAMRUDEE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL  

The following documentation is available to all IB students at RIS (from the 
IB Diploma Coordinator) and forms the basis of this booklet: 

 
Handbook of Studies 
Academic Honesty in the IB Educational Context IB 2016  
Relevant Subject Guides produced by the IB various  
Academic Honesty: Guidance for Schools IB 2015 
The Diploma Programme: From Principles into Practice IB 2015  
Programme Standards and Practices IB 2014  
Rules for IB Schools: Diploma Programme IB 2015  
General Regulations: Diploma Programme IB 2015  
Handbook of Assessment Procedures for the Diploma Programme IB 2020  
IB Learner Profile Booklet IB 2014  
Candidates with Special Assessment Needs IB 2013  
Guidance for Language Provision in Groups 1 and 2 IB 2013  

The information contained herein is relevant to students who will be commencing their 
Diploma studies in August of 2019 and completing their Diploma examinations in May 2020. 

Useful web addresses The IB public web page can be found at www.ibo.org. This website 
contains useful information about course structure and assessment as well as 
comprehensive information on university entry. 

An electronic copy of this booklet is available at www.rism.ac.th. 

Please be advised that there is an IB surcharge for each student. Refer to the Schedule 
of Fees on the RIS website for up-to-date information. 
 
 
Timothy Pettine 
IB Diploma Coordinator  
Tel: +66 (0)83 839 6817 
Email: timothyp@rism.ac.th 
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IB Learner Profile 
 

The IB Programme aims to develop internationally minded people who 
 are striving to become: 

Inquirers Their natural curiosity is nurtured. They acquire the skills necessary to conduct 
constructive inquiry and research, and become independent active learners. They actively 
enjoy learning and this love of learning will be sustained throughout their lives.  

Knowledgeable They explore concepts, ideas, and issues that have global relevance and 
importance. In so doing, they acquire, and are able to make use of, a significant body of 
knowledge across a range of disciplines.  

Critical Thinkers They exercise initiative in applying thinking skills critically and creatively to  
approach complex problems and make reasoned decisions.  

Communicators They understand and express ideas and information confidently and 
creatively in more than one language and in a variety of modes of communication.  

Courageous They approach unfamiliar situations with confidence and forethought, and 
have the independence of spirit to explore new roles, ideas, and strategies. They are 
courageous and articulate in defending those things in which they believe.  

Principled They have a sound grasp of the principles of moral reasoning. They have 
integrity, honesty, a sense of fairness, and justice and respect for the dignity of the 
individual.  

Caring They show empathy, compassion, and respect towards the needs and feelings of 
others. They have a personal commitment to action and service to make a positive 
difference to the environment and to the lives of others.  

Open-minded Through an appreciation and understanding of their own culture, they are 
open to the perspectives, values, and traditions of other individuals and cultures and are 
accustomed to seeking and considering a range of points of view.  

Well-balanced They understand the importance of physical and mental balance and 
personal well-being for themselves and others. They demonstrate perseverance and 
self-discipline.  

Reflective They give thoughtful consideration to their own learning and personal 
development. They are able to analyze their strengths and weaknesses in a constructive 
manner. 



The IB Diploma: Content, Structure, and Requirements  

The IB Diploma is taught continuously over two years in grades 11 and 12. It provides a                 
challenging and rigorous educational experience across six academic subjects, allowing for the            
focus to occur in three Higher Level subjects but still facilitating breadth through the completion of                
three Standard Level subjects. It encourages: 

★ a rigorous academic approach to the taught courses 
★ a critical-thinking course (Theory of Knowledge) 
★ the opportunity to develop individual research skills, which will take students beyond  

the confines of the syllabus in their chosen subject area (Extended Essay) 
★ the development of a sense of social responsibility (Creativity, Action, and Service) 
★ a longevous resilience 

 

Bilingual and multilingual students have the opportunity to study for the Bilingual Diploma. 

 

The IB Diploma Programme Model 

Course Structure 
★ 6 academic subjects studied over two years; three are assessed in Higher Level and three 

are assessed in Standard Level. One subject to be selected from each segment or group. In 
place of the Arts, another subject from any other group may be chosen.  

★ Theory of Knowledge (TOK)  
★ Extended Essay (EE)  
★ Creativity, Activity, and Service (CAS) 
★ Studies are mandatory in the student’s first language, a second language, individuals and 

societies, experimental sciences, and mathematics.  



Approaches to Teaching and Learning (ATL) 

The approaches to teaching and learning are inextricably linked to the development of internationally 
minded students, a central aim of all IB programmes. Education for international-mindedness “relies on 
the development of learning environments that value the world as the broadest context for learning” 
(What Is an IB Education? 2013). Effective approaches to teaching and learning in the Diploma 
Program (DP) are therefore developed within global contexts, with particular attention given to 
promoting the three key elements—global engagement, multilingualism, and intercultural 
understanding. 

The emphasis on international-mindedness found in all DP courses is a reflection of the IB’s mission, 
and of the belief that this “will give students the capacity to build those defences of peace that will make 
the world a better place” (Walker, 2010, p. 7). The development of international-mindedness involves 
students developing a deeper understanding of their own perspectives, beliefs, and assumptions. It 
also increases students’ awareness of the existence of multiple perspectives. In this way, 
international-mindedness is concerned with going beyond, rather than replacing, the student’s own 
sense of cultural and national identity. 

Skills Content Links to the IB Learner Profile  
Skills  Content Links to the IB Learner Profile 

Research Skills  - formulating research questions  
- referencing sources  
- observational skills  
- collecting, organizing, interpreting, and 
presenting information  

INQUIRERS  

Communication 
Skills 

- presenting  
- recording information  
- reading for meaning  
- listening  
- viewing  
- non-verbal communication  
- multi-literacies  

COMMUNICATORS  

Thinking Skills - problem-solving  
- connecting subjects  
- thinking creatively  
- critical thinking  
- application of knowledge and understanding 
in familiar and unfamiliar reflection  

THINKERS,  
KNOWLEDGEABLE,  

REFLECTIVE  

Social Skills  - collaboration and group work  
- respect for other cultures and viewpoints  
- global/intercultural awareness and sensitivity  
- affective/emotional skills  
- ethical behavior  

PRINCIPLED,  
CARING,  

OPEN-MINDED  

Self-management 
Skills 

- organization of learning materials  
- time management  
- meeting deadlines  
- affective/emotional management  
- positive action  

RISK-TAKERS,  
BALANCED,  
REFLECTIVE  

 



Assessment  
 

General All subjects are assessed both internally and externally. Types of internal and external 
assessment that a student may have to submit are outlined below. 
 
Internal Assessment Portfolio; Project; Composition/Performance; Performance skills and Theatre 
production; Report writing; Recorded orals in all languages; Presentations; Dossier; Research 
workbook; Fieldwork; Experimental design; Guided coursework 
 
External Assessment Two or three written examination papers for most subjects; Studio work for 
Visual Arts; Research Investigation and taped presentation for Theatre; Written assignments for Groups 
1 & 2; TOK Essay; and Extended Essay  

Assessment Criteria All assessments are carried out against clearly defined criteria. These criteria 
will necessarily differ according to the particular subject. Each criterion has a number of achievement 
levels and each achievement level is accompanied by a clear descriptor. The student must clearly 
meet the descriptor in order to be awarded that particular level. All students will have access to the 
assessment criteria for each of their Diploma subjects. These criteria will be distributed to them by their 
subject teachers.  

Assessment Procedure All Internal Assessments are marked by the IB teachers at RIS. Internal 
Assessment Marks are then entered by the teacher or IB Coordinator into the IB Database and a 
sample is generated. The work of students selected in that sample is then sent to an Assistant 
Moderator who will reassess it to ensure that the teacher is marking consistently and appropriately 
against the criteria. The Assistant Moderator then sends a sample of the sample to the Chief Moderator 
as a further check. The school marks are then moderated against this checking procedure.  

The external written papers, once completed, are uploaded to the IB who then distribute the work to 
assigned markers and moderators around the world.  

Submission of Tasks  

Students who fail to submit Internal Assessment tasks, either in progress or as completed              
pieces of work by the required time and date as set by the IB may be subject to the failing                    
conditions of the IB Diploma. This also applies to external assessment tasks such as the Extended                
Essay (EE); the TOK essay; and the Language A, Language B, and Ab Initio written assignments. If it                  
becomes apparent that a student will be unable to complete an assessment item on time for                
good reason (due to accident, illness, or misadventure), then he/she must clear this request              
with the subject teacher. Loss of preparation time due to circumstances such as holidays or               
computer/printer failure does not constitute a good reason for extension of time. In the case of illness,                 
a medical certificate is required with this application. Students must recognize that “the act of               
application” does not imply “approval,” and that simply sending an email does NOT constitute an               
application. If approval is granted, an alternative submission date will be set. This alternative              
submission date will not be greater than seven days from the initial date unless the circumstances are                 
exceptional. It is usual for sanctions to be applied to those students missing deadlines, at least until the                  
work is completed and the deadline met, including loss of privileges and compulsory attendance during               
flex time. If the work is not submitted by the new and agreed upon date, a hearing will be convened                    
with parents, teachers, and admin regarding continuation in the IB program and the rescinding of IB                
predicted grades for university will be recommended. It should also be noted at this point that the                 
IB supports and endorses all internal school deadlines. 



Managebac Students are required to upload all internal assessment items, their Extended Essay, and 
their Theory of Knowledge Essay to Managebac, through which Turnitin is applied, and to submit a 
hard copy of their assignment to the advisor when requested. 

Attendance Students are expected to attend all classes in each course in which they are enrolled 
unless there is a legitimate absence owing to illness, misadventure, or a school event. Both attendance 
and appropriate application in class are required throughout grades 11 and 12 in order to satisfy the 
suggested requirement of 150 contact hours for Standard Level courses and 240 contact hours for 
Higher Level courses. If a student knows that he/she will be absent prior to a scheduled Assessment 
Task due date, he/she must notify the teacher and cite the reasons. This application should be made, 
where possible, at least one week prior to the event. Students must not assume that leave has been 
granted until a reply is received.  

Absence from an Assessment Task Because of Illness When a student is absent from an 
Assessment Task because of illness, they must bring a Medical Certificate verifying the illness 
immediately on their return to school. (Such an Assessment Task may be a timed test, an oral 
presentation, an interview, a performance, or any other assessment as notified to the students in 
advance by the subject teacher – including the day a task is due to be submitted). This Medical 
Certificate must be given to the IB Diploma Coordinator if requested. The student will then sit for a 
substitute assessment task as soon as possible. It is the student’s responsibility to arrange this 
alternative time with the appropriate teacher. If it is not possible to undertake a similar task then an 
estimate may be authorized by the Subject Coordinator, based on the student’s performance in similar 
task(s). 

University Entry 

★ The IB Diploma is globally recognized and a highly regarded entry qualification into universities 
all over the world. 

★ IB Diploma scores and individual subject scores provide college-level equivalency and it is in a 
candidate’s best interest to ask prospective schools what credits and/or compensation are 
available to students who successfully are awarded the IB Diploma. 

 

Special Circumstances 
The IB recognizes that a candidate may be adversely affected by ongoing and long semester issues 
(Special Assessment needs) or by more immediate and temporary circumstances (adverse 
circumstances). A distinction is made between the two. However, in both cases, representation, fully 
supported with appropriate documentation, must be submitted to the IB. The reason for such an 
application would be to ensure that a candidate is not disadvantaged in achieving their potential.  
 
Special Education Needs 
Candidates eligible for special assessment arrangements are those with individual needs such as:  
★ learning disabilities 
★ specific learning difficulties 
★ communication and speech difficulties 
★ autism spectrum disorders 
★ social, emotional, and behavior challenges 
★ multiple disabilities and/or physical, sensory, medical, or mental health issues 
 



Any reasonable adjustments for a particular candidate pertaining to his/her unique needs will be 
considered. 

Adverse Circumstances Application for consideration may be made at any point during the course. 
These may include bereavement, natural disaster, and civil unrest. The special arrangements that may 
be authorized are:  

★ extension to deadlines for the submission of work  
★ additional time in a written examination  
★ rest periods during a written examination  
★ use of a laptop in an examination  
★ use of an amanuensis for reading and writing, as required  
★ modifications to examination papers, e.g., enlarged print or colored paper  

Students who feel, at any stage in the course, that they may be eligible to make such representation to 
the IB should first consult with the IB Diploma Coordinator. 

RIS External Exam Policy  

All students taking an IB subject are required to take the IB external exam.  
Students graduating early are expected to complete the internal components of the course in order to 
receive credit. Reasons for this policy include:  
★ to ensure the fidelity of student transcripts to universities 
★ sitting the IB exam is a demonstration of a student’s achievement in an IB course, regardless of 

university credit 
★ the IB exam is a culminating experience that reflects the high level of professional and 

pedagogical investment in student learning 
★ it is disingenuous to use the rigor of IB subjects to gain entrance to university without 

completing subject exams 

Furthermore, all students are expected to put forth maximum effort on all externally marked work, 
including exams. Students are required to demonstrate effort and to consider the Principles of Phoenix 
(the core principles of Heads, Hands, and Heart) in guiding their behavior.  

Other important information: 

★ Exam invoices are mailed to each student’s home of record in June of grade 11.  
★ The first registration deadline is November 15th of grade 12.  
★ The cost of an IB subject exam is approximately 3,500 Thai baht. 

  



Academic Honesty  

Students must understand the basic meaning and significance of concepts related to Academic             
Honesty as defined by the IB. The notion of academic honesty is relevant to ALL aspects of IB study.                   
There are three main areas of academic honesty: Authenticity, Intellectual Property, and Malpractice.  

Authenticity  
• Work must be based on the candidate’s individual and original ideas and recognizable as the 
candidate’s own language and expression.  
• All sources have been fully and appropriately acknowledged.  
• All externally moderated assignments require a signed affidavit from the candidate declaring that the 
work is authentic and the student’s own. These honesty declarations are to be provided to and held by 
the IB Coordinator.  
 
Intellectual Property  
Students must recognize that all forms of intellectual and creative expression (including patents,             
registered designs, trademarks, moral rights, and copyrights) must be respected and are typically             
protected by law.  

Malpractice  
This is defined as behavior that results in or may result in a candidate gaining an unfair advantage over 
one or more other candidates in one or more assessment components.  
• Plagiarism – the representation of the ideas or work of another person as the candidate’s own. This                  
includes unaltered information that has been downloaded from an internet site, as well as the use of                 
musical excerpts or any other materials without the acknowledgment of the author or composer. Issues               
of plagiarism are relevant in all academic groups within the Diploma Programme.  
• Collusion – allowing one’s work to be copied, knowingly or otherwise, by another candidate. A                
distinction is made between collaboration (working collaboratively, e.g., the Group 4 project) and             
collusion (presenting the same write-up).  
• Duplication – the presentation by a candidate of the same piece of work for two or more assessment 
components. 
• Manipulation of Deadlines – purposely missing a deadline for the purpose of acquiring more time 
for the completion of work. 
• Misbehavior (including)  

1. Taking unauthorized material into an exam room 
2. Attempting to communicate with another student during an examination 
3. Bringing a phone or other electronic device into the examination room 
4. Copying the work of another candidate 
5. Impersonating another candidate 
6. Stealing examination papers 
7. Fabricating data 
8. Falsifying a CAS record or evaluation sheet 

The work completed for the Internal and External Assessments must reflect the student’s own abilities 
and efforts. Intentional breaches in any of the areas of academic honesty as outlined above will NOT 
be tolerated. Such cases will be investigated by the High School Dean of Students in accordance with 
the Student Handbook policy on Academic Honesty. 



Predicted Grade Policy & Higher Education Considerations  
 

Roles & Responsibilities 
Teachers will: 
★ Calculate the predicted grades of their students based on valid and reliable assessment  
      evidence. Look for, and address, irregularities in grade correspondence with projected grade.  
★ Update the shared document with projected grades to the DP Office by the end of  
      October 16, 2020, and January 15, 2021, for candidates in grade 12. This is a standardized 

document that will be shared with all the teachers and counselors. A spreadsheet (with 
formulas) will be shared with all the teachers for calculating a student’s predicted grade. 

★ Not increase the predicted grade of any student due to any influence from parents/students/any  
      other stakeholders. 
★ Provide updated projected grades to DP Coordinator by IBO External Deadline (grade 12). 
★ As a courtesy, communicate only with the DP Coordinator (by email) for any changes in  
      predicted grades that may signal a need for additional support. 
★ Not communicate with any student/parent about increasing a predicted grade. 
★ Not share the predicted grade document with anyone except the DP Coordinator. 
★ Enter the IB predicted grades in IBIS by the grade 12 deadline of April 20th 2021. 

 
DP Coordinator will: 
★ Collate the predicted grades sent by all the teachers and provide them to the 

Counselors/College Placement Office. 
★ Not increase the predicted grade of any student without consulting the teacher and 

Principal/Assistant Principal. 
★ Collaborate with the subject teachers to organize improvement tests for students, if feasible, at  

agreeable times. 
★ Cross-check the grades mentioned in the transcripts (received from the College Placement 

Office) before the submission to university. 
★ Explain the process of calculating the predicted grades to students during the first week of  

orientation in grade 11. 
★ Explain the purpose of predicted grades and the difference between predicted grades and 

university grades to all stakeholders.  
★ Remind students regularly regarding the requirements to achieve the best possible  

predicted grades. Also, explain the importance of getting the grade they have been predicted. 
(Universities do not like it when students get senioritis and fall short of their predicted grades.) 

 
Counselors Involved in College Placements Will: 
★ Provide information to students, throughout the college counseling process, about the predicted  

grades that they may require in order to apply to specific universities/colleges. 
★ Prepare transcripts based on the predicted grades received from the DP Office for universities  

requiring university grades. 
★ Prepare updated transcripts, if required, based on the predicted grades received from the DP  

Office in December of grade 12. 
★ Not change the predicted grades for any student under any circumstances. 
★ Not approach the teachers directly for any change in predicted grades. 
★ Support the teachers’ and DP Coordinator’s decision on the predicted grades. 
★ Not encourage any student to approach a teacher directly for increasing a predicted grade. 
★ Copy the DP Coordinator on every email that is sent to colleges/universities with transcripts that 

include IB predicted grades. 
 



Calculation of Predicted Grades (for College Placements) 
 
Teachers will take into consideration the following for calculating the predicted grades: 
 
★ Semester one and two final examinations -or- valid year one comprehensive exam (grade 11) 
★ Semester one final examination (grade 12) 
★ Status and progress of IB Internal Assessments 
★ Student performance in major assessments (possibly using improvement tests) 
★ Student attendance  

 
 

The Diploma Points Matrix 

 

 

 

 



Current Failing Conditions and Codes  

For May 2020 candidates, the failing conditions are as follows. These codes apply to all diploma (and 
retake) candidates.  

1. The CAS requirements have not been met. 
2. The candidate’s total points are fewer than 24. 
3. An N (non-submission) has been given for one or more subjects, Theory of Knowledge, or the  

Extended Essay. 
4. A grade E has been awarded for both Theory of Knowledge and the Extended Essay. 
5. A grade 1 has been awarded in any subject and level. 
6. A grade 2 has been awarded three or more times (HL or SL). 
7. A grade 3 has been awarded four or more times (HL or SL). 
8. The candidate has gained fewer than 12 points on HL subjects. (For candidates who register for 

four HL subjects, the three highest grades count.) 

 

Subject Outlines for Core Components 

Creativity, Action, and Service (CAS) 
These components are at the core of the Diploma framework and are integral to the students’ 
experience. Although CAS is not formally assessed, it is still important that students complete the 
required CAS activities and reflections on Managebac. Assessment in the Theory of Knowledge course 
and the Extended Essay can provide students with a maximum of three bonus points toward their final 
Diploma score, according to the matrix on the previous page.  

Creativity, Activity, and Service Course Description Participation in CAS encourages students 
to share their energies and special talents while developing awareness, concern, and the ability to 
work cooperatively with others. It should challenge them to develop a value system by which they 
enhance their personal growth through experiential learning. It should develop a spirit of 
open-mindedness, lifelong learning, discovery, and self-reliance. It should encourage the development 
of new skills on many levels; for example, creative skills, physical skills, and social skills. It should 
inspire a sense of responsibility towards all members of the community. It should also encourage the 
development of attitudes and traits that will be respected by others, such as desemesterination and 
commitment, initiative and empathy. Reflection and evaluation are integral to the CAS experience.  

Course Structure 
Student completion of CAS is based on the achievement of the seven CAS learning outcomes, realized 
through the students’ commitment to his or her CAS programme over the duration of the Diploma 
course. These learning outcomes articulate what a CAS student is able to do at some point during his 
or her CAS programme. Through meaningful and purposeful CAS experiences, students develop the 
necessary skills, attributes, and understanding to achieve the seven CAS learning outcomes. Some 
learning outcomes may be achieved many times, while others may be achieved less frequently. Not all 
CAS experiences lead to a CAS learning outcome. Students provide the school with evidence of their 
CAS portfolio of having achieved each learning outcome at least once through their CAS programme. 
The CAS coordinator must reach an agreement with the student as to what evidence is necessary to 
demonstrate achievement of each CAS learning outcome. Commonly, the evidence of achieving the 
seven CAS learning outcomes is found in the students’ reflections. Students must set clear goals in 



their initial CAS Proposal and in the completion of their seven learning outcomes, which are as follows: 
★ Identify own strengths and develop areas for growth  
★ Demonstrate that challenges have been undertaken, developing new skills in the process  
★ Demonstrate how to initiate and plan a CAS experience  
★ Show commitment and perseverance in CAS experiences  
★ Demonstrate the skills and recognize the benefits of working collaboratively  
★ Demonstrate engagement with issues of global significance  
★ Recognize and consider the ethics of choices and actions  

Assessment 
While there is no formal assessment for CAS, non-completion of the CAS component will result in the 
non-award of the Diploma.  

The CAS Student Handbook is available here. 

CAS Coordinator: Nicole Sabet (Email: nicoles@rism.ac.th) 

Theory of Knowledge (TOK)  
Course Description 
The Theory of Knowledge (TOK) programme is central to the educational philosophy of the 
International Baccalaureate. It encourages students to become aware of themselves as thinkers, to 
become aware of the complexity of knowledge, and to recognize the need to act responsibly in an 
increasingly interconnected world. 
 
The central question of the course is “How do I, or how do we, know that a given assertion is true, or a 
given judgment is well grounded?” Assertions or judgments of this sort are semestered “knowledge 
claims,” while the difficulties that arise in addressing these questions are the broad areas known as 
“knowledge questions.” The course begins with a critical investigation into the processes or “ways of 
knowing,” which shape personal and shared knowledge. Students then explore the origins and 
methods of different areas of knowledge, followed by a critical examination of the knowledge questions 
that arise within each discipline through the exploration of topical examples and debates. Questions 
are the very essence of TOK, both ageless questions on which thinkers have been reflecting for 
centuries and new ones, often challenging to accepted belief, which are posed by contemporary life.  
 
Course Structure 
The TOK course places the student at the center of inquiry as the knower. Exploration and 
investigation is undertaken with respect to the following areas of knowledge:  

● Natural Sciences 
● Human Sciences 
● Art 
● Math 
● History  

 
Throughout, students are challenged to identify knowledge claims and associated problems of 
knowledge in the world around them and to develop balanced arguments that are critically sound. The 
TOK course is centered on a core theme of knowledge and the knower …. succinctly put, an 
individual’s intimate relationship with the knowledge acquired via experience. Student questioning and 
reflection are expectations in daily lessons. 
 
Both the TOK essay and exhibition are assessed using global impression marking. The essay 

https://drive.google.com/a/rism.ac.th/file/d/1Zwyi_tOtL9LxS-YovAwzbxdiXg25PbeS/view?usp=sharing
mailto:nicoles@rism.ac.th


constitutes 67% of the final mark and the presentation 33%. The grade boundaries will be finalized 
after the first assessment of the new course in 2022. 
 
Assessment  
External Assessment Components and Internal Assessment Components  
★ A written essay on one of a set of prescribed topics  
★ A reflection task based on an oral presentation inspired by a contemporary issue; starting in 

2021 - TOK exhibition. 
 

Extended Essay (EE) 
Course Description 
The extended essay is an in-depth study of a focused topic within a Diploma subject. It provides students 
with the opportunity to:  
★ Pursue independent research  
★ Develop research and communication skills  
★ Develop creative and critical-thinking skills 
★ Engage in a systematic process of research appropriate to the chosen subject  
★ Experience the excitement of intellectual discovery. The Extended Essay is a compulsory 

component of the IB Diploma. Each student is allocated an Extended Essay mentor according 
to their subject choice. The mentor must provide advice and guidance appropriate to the 
particular requirements of the candidate, including assistance with:  

○ Defining a suitable topic  
○ Formulating a precise research question  
○ Access to appropriate resources (such as people, a library, a laboratory)  
○ Techniques of gathering and analyzing information/evidence/data  
○ Documentation methods for acknowledging sources  
○ Writing an abstract  

Course Structure and Due Dates 
Students are provided an Extended Essay booklet outlining the steps, from choosing the subject area 
through the research and writing stages. Meeting regularly with the supervisor is essential to ensure 
the process is rigorous and that academic honesty is ensured. Students will first be asked to specify a 
subject area for their Extended Essay by the end of Semester 1 of grade 11. This will be followed by a 
series of meetings with the student’s allocated mentor and a programme of Extended Essay study 
skills sessions through Semester 2 of grade 11. During this time, students will be expected to finalize 
their research question, carry out preliminary research, and produce an outline draft. By November 1st 
of grade 12, students will submit their first draft to their supervisor. The completed essay will be handed 
in prior to January 31 Semester 2 of grade 12.  

The current IB calendar is available here. 

 

 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1FGt9n3hAQebvLvHVHkJEHx-NyCSZRF6AMLevM9XdpR8/edit


Assessment Outline 
The total score obtained, on a scale of 0 to 34, will be used to desemesterine in which of the following 
bands the Extended Essay is placed. This band, in conjunction with the band for Theory of Knowledge, 
desemesterines the bonus points awarded for these two requirements within the Diploma. A mandatory 
form, entitled Reflections on Planning and Progress, will need to be completed by the student and his 
or her mentor. The process will conclude with a short viva voce with the student’s mentor.  

The grade boundaries are standardized and can be found below: 

 

Extended Essay Coordinator: Melissa Lemmons (Email: melissal@rism.ac.

IB Grade Boundaries (To Be Used As A Guide Only!)  

IB Grade Scale 
 

Letter Grade Regular Grade 
Point 

HL Weighted 
Grade Point 

SL Weighted 
Grade Point 

A 4.00 4.50 4.25 

 A- 3.67 4.17 3.91 

  B+ 3.33 3.83 3.58 

B 3.00 3.50 3.25 

  B- 2.67 3.17 2.91 

  C+ 2.33 2.83 2.58 

C 2.00 2.50 2.25 

 C- 1.67 2.17 1.91 

  D+ 1.33 1.33 1.33 

D 1.00 1.00 1.00 

 D- 0.67 0.67 0.67 

F 0.00 0.00 0.00 

mailto:melissal@rism.ac.th


 

Summary Timeline for Completion of Work (Guide Only)  

Year One 
★ By end of Semester 1: CAS proposal and updated CAS plan. All relevant reflections documented; 

Interview One documented (by end of October) 
★ By end of Semester 1: Extended Essay (EE) choice of subject area  
★ Early Semester 2: assessment; Final HL/SL subject choices  
★ Early Semester 1: Extended Essay Study Skills end  
 
★ By end of Semester 2: CAS reflection and evaluation; CAS project proposal  
★ Extended Essay research question, preliminary research Group 4 project  
★ End of Semester 2: TOK presentations  
★ Language A Lang & Lit Final Oral  
★ Internal and External Subject Assessments (I/As and EAs)  
★ Exploration Drafts for Math and Psychology  
★ Year One Exams (the basis of grade 11 Projected Grades) 

 

Year Two 
★ Early session exams, where appropriate  
★ Internal and External Subject Assessments (I/As and EAs), contd. 
★ Mid Semester one – Math Final IA  
★ Extended Essay complete draft due to advisor November 1 
★ Viva voce with supervisor by the end of Semester 1  
★ End of Semester one – TRIAL EXAMS 
 
★ January 31: Final Extended Essay due  
★ Early Semester 2: TOK Essay  
★ Semester 2: Theatre Collaborative Project Performance  
★ Internal Subjects Assessments; final deadlines provided by subject teacher  
★ Semester 2: Group B and Ab Initio Final Orals  
★ End of Semester 2: CAS Final Summary  
★ March and April: Visual Arts Exhibition  
★ Exam Leave (one week) 
★ May: IB DIPLOMA EXAMINATIONS 

 

Release of results via https://candidates.ibo.org 

 

 

 

 

https://candidates.ibo.org/


 
Overview from Program of Studies 

 
The International Baccalaureate (IB) Program allows students in grades 11 and 12 to             
engage in rigorous study. To succeed in IB Higher Level courses, students need to be               
highly motivated, adaptable, and flexible in their approach to learning, as well as able to               
manage their time and work effectively.  

The IB Learner Profile 
The aim of the IB program is to develop internationally minded people who, recognizing their common 
humanity and shared guardianship of the planet, help to create a better and more peaceful world. For 
information on the International Baccalaureate Learner Profile, explore the IB website at www.ibo.org 
and contact Mr. Timothy Pettine, the IB Coordinator. 
 
The IB Diploma 
The IB Diploma is a two-year pre-university program of studies culminating in an internationally              
recognized diploma, providing students with access to universities around the world. In some cases, an               
IB Diploma allows students to enter a 3-year university program, bypassing the foundational year of               
study. The IB Diploma Program (DP) allows students the freedom to pursue their own interests within a                 
larger framework that ensures well-balanced studies and opportunities for specialization.  
 

The IB Diploma requires students to study six subjects. Three subjects are studied at Higher Level (HL)                 
and three at Standard Level (SL). One subject must be chosen from each of the five groups (Groups 1                   
to 5). A sixth subject can then be chosen from Group 6 or from one of the other five groups.                    
Assessment includes IB external exams, IB internal assessments, and work completed by the student              
at home and at school for RIS credit. The RIS International Baccalaureate Program Guide provides               
further details. (This guide can be found in the HS counseling office, on the school website, and with                  
Mr. Pettine, the IB Diploma Coordinator.) 
 

The IB program also allows for non–IB Diploma students to take individual IB courses at the Standard                 
or Higher Level. A student who successfully completes an individual IB course will receive an IB                
Certificate for that course.  

Admission to the IB Diploma Program or IB Courses  
The anticipation of high scores in the IB Diploma program or individual IB courses is not the primary                  
consideration for admission. The opportunity for a student to benefit from a course of study, within a                 
range of ultimate scores, is the most important factor. Both the IBDP and individual IB HL courses                 
require a long-term commitment from students. For this reason, students must demonstrate the             
following before being admitted to the IBDP or to individual IB HL courses: 

★ A high level of motivation and an understanding and acceptance of the increased demands 
★ Good grades across most subject areas 
★ Fulfillment of course prerequisites, as stated in the Program of Studies 
★ A high level of achievement in prerequisite courses or those related to the selected HL 

course(s) 
★ A commitment to complete all course requirements, including the external examinations. All            

students enrolled in Year 2 of any IB course—SL or HL—are expected to register for and sit the                  
external exams. Payment for these exams is considered part of a family’s financial obligations.              
Payment is due in October and is non-refundable. Any student who does not sit an IB exam will                  
be required to sit internal exams at RIS in order to complete the course. Internal exams                
comprise past IB exams, and the results are 30% of the student’s final RIS grade. 

★ Grade 12 students are not typically enrolled in Year 1 of an IB course. Should such enrollment                 
be permitted, the student will not be eligible for the IB Certificate. 

 

http://www.ibo.org/


Students who wish to pursue an irregular IB Diploma (e.g., four subjects at the Higher Level or three                  
Sciences rather than two) must obtain written approval from the IB Coordinator. Approval for an               
irregular program will be granted rarely and only with documented and compelling justification. Class              
schedules may prevent an irregular program from being scheduled. No graduation requirements will be              
waived to allow students to pursue an irregular IB program. 

 
 

IB Course Selections 2019–2020 
 

Group 1 Language A 
English Literature & Performance SL 
English Language & Literature SL & HL  
English Literature SL & HL  
Thai Language and Literature SL & HL  
Japanese Language & Literature SL & HL 

 
Group 2 

 
Second Languages 

English B SL & HL 
French B SL & HL, Ab Initio SL 
Spanish B SL & HL, Ab Initio SL 
Japanese B SL & HL, Ab Initio SL 
Mandarin B SL & HL, Ab Initio SL 

 
Group 3 

 
Individuals and Societies 

Psychology SL & HL 
Economics SL & HL 
History SL & HL 
Business Management SL & HL 
Global Politics SL & HL 

 
Group 4 

 
Experimental Sciences 

Biology SL & HL 
Chemistry SL & HL 
Physics SL & HL  
Environmental Systems & Societies SL 
Computer Science SL & HL 

Group 5 Mathematics Mathematics Applications & Interpretation SL & HL 
Mathematics Analysis and Approaches SL & HL 

 
Group 6 

 
Arts and Electives 

Visual Arts SL & HL 
Theatre SL & HL 

 
 

Note: Any course may be dropped if an insufficient number of students register for it. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Additional Requirements of the IB Diploma Program 
 

1. Extended Essay 
Independent research (4,000 words) into a subject of the student’s choice. The main purpose of               
the essay is to train students in the research methods of their chosen discipline, providing an                
opportunity to develop analysis, evaluation, and reasoning skills, and to communicate ideas and             
information logically. 

2. Creativity, Action, Service (CAS) Program 
In fulfilling the CAS requirements, students pursue activities that involve creative thinking, a             
healthy lifestyle, and serving the community. The intent is to ensure active involvement in the               
community and to develop a spirit of discovery and self-reliance. 

3. Theory of Knowledge (TOK) 
TOK is a course that develops a coherent approach to learning that unifies academic              
disciplines. Students investigate knowledge, claims, and judgments made in math, natural and            
social sciences, logic, ethics, and aesthetics. Students develop critical-thinking skills and a            
conceptual understanding of learning how to learn. (Note: Theory of Knowledge with the CAS              
requirement counts as an RIS Values credit.) 

 

Guidelines for RIS Language Placement 
Students are encouraged to prepare for their future and maximize their overall experience at RIS by                
participating in the Modern Language program. It is to a student’s advantage to begin studying a                
Modern Language in middle school and to continue that language in grades 9 and 10. This provides the                  
best foundation for studying a language at an advanced level in grades 11 and 12. 

A student who chooses not to study a modern language prior to grade 11 will be limited to Ab Initio                    
courses beginning in grade 11. Students should be aware that this is a challenging pathway to learning                 
a modern language.  

The IBO specifies that students who have had “little or no” instruction in or experience with a language                  
are eligible to take the Ab Initio course in that language. Ab Initio means “from the beginning,” and the                   
intent is to make a modern language available to all IB Diploma students, even if they have had no                   
previous opportunity to study a language prior to entering the Diploma Program in grade 11. 

The following guidelines give RIS teachers/counselors some flexibility in helping students choose            
modern language course selections. RIS follows these guidelines to place students in the appropriate              
IB Language course(s). 
 

Ab Initio Placement 

1. Students who have had limited experience or no instruction in the target language are eligible               
to take Year 1 IB Language Ab Initio course in grade 11. 

2. Students who have had limited experience or no instruction in the target language are eligible               
to take Year 1 IB Language Ab Initio in grade 9 and continue Year 2 in grade 10, but they are                     
not eligible to participate in the external exam. These students will be prepared to take               
Language B in grade 11. 

3. Student proficiency is the criteria for deciding student placement into an IB Language B              
course. 

 

 

 

 



 

Grade 11 Placement in a Challenging Language Course (HL or SL) 

1. Students who have taken two years of the same language (Spanish, French, Japanese, or 
Mandarin) at high school are eligible for an IB SL language course in grade 11, based on 
successful performance (attaining an ‘A’ or ‘B’) and teacher recommendation. 

2. Students should have taken one or more years of the same language (Spanish, French,              
Japanese, or Mandarin) in middle school and have been successful for two years (attaining an               
‘A’ or ‘B’) of the same language in high school to enroll in an IB SL / HL Language B [or                     
Advanced Placement (AP)] course. 

3. If a student’s grade is ‘B+’ or higher at the end of Level 4 and is accompanied by the teacher’s                    
recommendation, that student will be encouraged to challenge himself or herself to take the IB               
HL Language B [or Advanced Placement (AP)] course. 

4. Student proficiency is the criteria for deciding student placement into an IB Language B              
course. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



Dates for IBIA Internal Submissions to the DP Coordinator 
  

 School Year 2019–2020 (May 2020 Exams) 

 
Submit all Internal Assessments to the Diploma Coordinator or to 

eCoursework by the due dates below. Please keep a copy of each IA in the 

sample in the event one is required by the IBO due to problems. 

 

Each uploaded component requires a student declaration that the work is authentic.  
(NOTE: These dates are specific to submissions of work by the teacher to the DPC; student deadlines for 

submissions to the teacher will be at the teacher’s discretion.) 

 

Deadline Task Dept. Practices/ 
Due Dates 

January 14 to February 3rd 
 

Extended Essay – Student submits a copy of EE 
to ManageBac and one hard copy to advisor. 
Viva voce required as well as predicted grade. 

Approved by EE Coordinator  

February 6 Group 5 – Math Explorations 
TOK Presentation scores uploaded to eMark 
system 

Usually completed by 
mid-October 

February 10 Extended Essay Upload Date – Directly from 
Managebac. Planning forms and Supervisor 
Comments completed in Managebac. 

Draft Deadline:  
November 1, 2019 
Student Deadline:  
February 3, 2020 
Approved by EE Coordinator  
March 13 is the final EE deadline 
from IBO 

February 20 Group 1 HL Literature Written Assignment  Due end of February 

February 28 Group 1 SL Language and Literature Written 
Task 1 with forms / HL Language and Literature 
Written Task 1 and Written Task 2 with forms  

Language A: End of February 

March 8 Group 2 Written Task 
Language B 
Language Ab Initio 
 
Group 1/6 Lit and Performance Written 
Coursework 

 
Language B: First week of March 
Language Ab Initio: First week of 
March 

March 9 TOK Essay – One copy uploaded by 
teacher/student to IBIS. In Managebac, identify 
your essay title and word count. Include 
reflections as per the instructions by TOK 
teachers. Planning forms are required for TOK 
Essay (exported from Managebac) 

TOK teacher discretion, based 
on need. 
IBDPC will coordinate with TOK 
teachers to facilitate. 

March 16 to March 23  Group 1 – All orals uploaded directly to IBIS  IOC Completed in May of Yr 1 

March 23 Group 3 – Psychology, History, & Global Politics  December/January (Psych) 



March 23 to March 30 Group 2 – All oral criteria marks and samples 
(uploaded directly to IBIS) 

Language A: First week of March 
Language B: End of March 
Language Ab Initio: End of 
March 

April 2 Group 4 – Biology, Physics, Chemistry 
 
Upload of all criteria marks of the generated 
sample 

Chemistry: 
First Draft: October  
Final Due: November 
 

Physics:  
First Draft: Late October 
Final Due: Mid-February 
 

Biology: 
First Draft: Quarter 2 
Final Draft: Late January/early 
February 
 

Recommend: Run sample last 
week of February  

April 3 Group 4 – Computer Science – upload sample 
Group 1 & 6 – Literature & Performance – 
upload IA sample and form 

End of March 

April 8 Group 3 – Economics, Business, and 
Management – upload sample and form for 
Econ 
 
Group 4 – Environmental Science & Societies 

Drafts are due in November. 
BM Final IA due dates staggered 
across March.  
 
1st draft due:  January 22 
ESS Final IA due: March 4  

April 20 Group 6 - Visual Arts Exhibition (uploaded 
directly to IBIS). Authenticity Form required for 
upload 

 

April  10 ALL IAs, Criteria Marks, and Predicted Grades 
Due in IBIS (IBO deadline is April 20th!) 

FYI ... Songkran starts Apr. 
11th. 

May 1 to May 22 IB External Exams (seating charts, invigilation, 
and scripts to be provided) 

Full schedule found here 

June 1  CAS – All Requirements Completed in 
ManageBac 

 

 

 
The eCoursework system goes online on January 15th.  

 
★ Be sure to double-check all uploaded files to eCoursework as the IB will not guarantee that 

if the wrong file is uploaded it can be deleted from the system. 
 
★ All uploaded work may include the student’s name as the file name, however, no uploaded work 

should include the student’s name, school name, or candidate number. 

https://drive.google.com/a/rism.ac.th/file/d/1q2ElTC4mgj15q-UdNPsOuyZ1lsj69RQi/view?usp=sharing

